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CHEMICALS FOR TUNNEL CAR WASHES - RECOMMENDED BY ACWS



PRE-SOAKS
Formula 540  Improve Frictionless Pre-Soak 
Single stage liquid alkaline pre-soak. Effectively 
cuts through  tough  road film  and  oils.  Effective  
in all temperatures .  Contains  a  unique  
surfactant  for better cleaning. Excellent for use 
in reclaim systems.

Formula  534  Wonder Plus
Non-corrosive high alkaline liquid pre-soak 
concentrate. Pleasantly scented. Excellent for 
use as a single stage pre-soak or use in two-step 
cleaning process.

Formula 576 “The Finisher”
Designed for use with Formula 575 “The Solution” to achieve an unbeatable and complete 
non-corrosive two-step cleaning process. Biodegradable and very effective as a single-stage 
pre-soak.

LOW pH DETERGENT/PRE-SOAK

Car Choice®... if your car could choose

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Formula 532 Opta Clean Ill
A unique low-pH, high foaming liquid concentrate. Non-corrosive. Designed for use in all cloth 
and brush washes and as the first step in the two-step low pH/high pHwash process.

DETERGENTS
Formula 582 Ultra Cloth  
Exceptional, high foaming, low pH shampoo 
without the dangerous ingredients found in 
most low pH products. Superior removal of road 
film. Removes excess alkalinity and dehydrates 
water allowing vehicle surface to dry faster. 
Helps brighten glass, chrome and vehicle surface. 
Produces a thick, richer lather for added lubricity.

Formula 531 Achieve
Mild alkaline foaming detergent. Excellent lubri-
cating, foaming, and cleaning properties make 
this product ideal for friction and reduced friction 
washing.
Formula 524 Citrus Plus
Natural citrus-based liquid detergent concentrate. 
Provides high speed, deep cleaning under the 
most difficult soil conditions.



Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

WHEEL & TIRE CLEANER

Car Choice®... if your car could choose

PROTECTANTS
Formula 573  
All Season Total Surface Protectant
A total vehicle surface protectant designed to repel 
water and deliver a high gloss shine and protec-
tion to vehicle surfaces, including paint, glass, and 
chrome. Surface reactive silicones and fluoro 
polymers bond to vehicle surface for outstanding 
shine and protection. Offer your customers a 
premium service that provides lasting value with 
no added labor. Fresh Tropical Scent.

Formula 538 Vanilla Kote
One of our best! This revolutionary new 
protectant provides excellent visual and aromatic 
appeal with its fresh waxy vanilla scent, creme 
base, protective sheen, and exceptional water 
beading capabilities.

Formula 530VK Vanilla Kote MICRO DRUM®
Same as our Formula 538 only packaged in 
hyper concentrate MICRO DRUM® .

Formula 560 WTC
Non-Acid Wheel & Tire Cleaner Concentrate Superb  for  safely  cleaning  all  types  of  wheels 
(including  chrome,  aluminum,  and  magnesium), and whitewall tires. Removes brake dust instantly 
and makes whitewalls white again.

TIRE DRESSING - WATER BASED
Double Shine Tire Dressing
High solids, water-based silicone tire dressing. Super high solids, non-slinging formula provides  
a long-lasting, high-gloss shine that leaves tires with a professionally detailed appearance. VOC
Compliant. Designed for on-line tire shine applicators.



Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Car Choice®... if your car could choose

CONDITIONERS/POLISHES
Formula 567                 TRI-COLOR® Foam 
Polish 
Weather Shield Foam Polish is the most techno-
logically advanced FOAM POLISH in the market 
today. This revolutionary new formula incorporates 
the very latest advances in polymer chemistry 
technology. FOAM POLISH contains surface 
reactive silicones and fluoro polymers which 
bond to vehicle surface for outstanding SHINE, 
PROTECTION, and WATER BREAK. Available 
in Sizzling Pink, Brilliant Blue, and Velocity Yellow 
and contains an invigorating Green Apple Scent.

Formula 557             Radiance® TRI-COLOR® 
Foam Polish
The most electrifying triple foam polish on the 
market today. This concentrated, multi-colored 
polish is available in Sizzling Pink, Brilliant Blue, 
Velocity Yellow, and Arctic White. All contain an 
invigorating Tropical Scent. pH balanced for easy 
rinsing. Silicone fortified to impart shine and pro-
tection while providing enhanced water beading.

BUG REMOVERS
Bug Doctor
Safely penetrates and softens stubborn bug 
remains for easy removal.

Bug-Z
Penetrates, loosens,  and dissolves tough bug 
remains. Can safely be appliedto all vehicle 
surfaces in all temperatures, will not flash glass, 
chrome or painted surfaces. Excellent for use as 
a complete prep solution.

TUNNEL SCENT
100% lemon concentrate. Produces a clean, refreshing scent in tunnel for great customer appeal.



AUTO FRAGRANCES
Green Sense®
Wild Cherry, Strawberry, Pina Colada, French Vanilla, Jasmine, Cinnamon Spice, New Car, Baby 
Powder, Lemon Lime, Tropical Punch, Midnight Ice
GREEN SENSE® AUTO FRAGRANCE is a high quality, oil-based fragrance which neutralizes 
objectionable odors leaving auto interiors with a clean, fresh scent.

Formula 517 Underbody Rust Inhibitor
Mild alkaline foaming detergent. Excellent lubricating, foaming, and cleaning properties make this 
product ideal for friction and reduced friction washing.

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Car Choice®... if your car could choose

Blue Sense
Wild Cherry,  Strawberry, Pina Colada, French Vanilla, Jasmine, Cinnamon Spice, New Car, 
Midnight Ice
Custom formulated, water-based scents leave vehicle interiors with a fresh, clean, pleasant fragrance.

RUST INHIBITOR



Car Choice®... if your car could choose

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable



Car Choice®... if your car could choose

MICRO-PAK PREMIUM PROTECTION
Formula 601X2   WAVE CURTAIN
Foam Bath
Pink/Yellow/White
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
WAVE CURTAIN is a unique high foaming, low 
pH, liquid detergent concentrate. A special blend 
of optical brighteners and surfactants deliver a 
high visual appeal along with excellent lubricity 
and cleaning. WAVE CURTAIN removes excess 
alkalinity and dehydrates water allowing vehicle 
surfaces to dry faster. Available in Sizzling Pink, 
Velocity Yellow, and Arctic White. All contain an 
invigorating citrus scent.

Formula 604X2 CARnauba SHINE High 
Foaming Polish with Carnauba
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
A unique formulation combines the shine 
produced by the very latest advances in polymer 
technology along with the durability of carnauba. 
CARnauba SHINE is a high foaming polish 
infused with carnauba to give your customers 
that hand polished look and feel. Produces a 
cleaner, dryer, shinier vehicle while providing 
maximum protection from the elements. Bright 
yellow foam with a citrus scent.

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Formula 602X2  WAVE SHINE
pH Balanced Foam Cleanser/Protectant 
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
This pH balanced high foaming solution contains a unique blend of surfactants and hydrophilic 
silicone copolymers which help to provide a high lustre shine and protective coating. WAVE SHINE 
contains Brilliant Bluefoam and afresh citrus scent.

MICRO-PAK DETERGENT
Formula 682X2  ULTRA CLOTH
Lo pH Friction Shampoo
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
Exceptional, high foaming, low pH shampoo without the dangerous ingredients found in most low pH 
products. Designed for friction tunnels and in-bay automatics. Superior removal of road film. Removes 
excess alkalinity and dehydrates water allowing vehicle surface to dry faster. Helps brighten glass, 
chrome and vehicle surface. Produces a thick, richer lather for added lubricity.



Car Choice®... if your car could choose

MICRO-PAK PRE-SOAKS
Formula 600 MICRO-PAK AP
PART A/PART B
A premium Hyper Concentrated, Liquid Pre-Soak 
designed for frictionless and reduced friction 
cleaning. The Economical, Ecological, Ergonomic 
Alternative. Can be used in the two-step, low pH/
high pH system or as a single stage pre-soak. 
One Micro Pak kit makes 15 gallons of concentrat-
ed pre-soak. 100% liquid kit. No messy powders, 
no bulky drums.A real tough duty pre-soak. 
Refreshing citrus scent. Lower freight,  handling, 
and storage cost.

Formula 640X3  ALKALINE PRE-SOAK
PART A/PART B
THREE TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
Single stage liquid alkaline pre-soak. Effectively 
cuts through tough road film and oils. Designed 
for use in frictionless carwash systems. Effective 
in  all temperatures. Excellent for use in reclaim 
systems. Contains  a  unique  cationic  surfactant  
for  better cleaning.

MICRO-PAK POLISHES

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Formula 657X2 JAZZ Foam Polish 
Blue/Pink/Yellow
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
The most electrifying triple foam polish on the 
market today. This concentrated, multi-colored 
polish is available in Sizzling Pink, Brilliant Blue, 
and Velocity Yellow and all three contain an invig-
orating Tropical Scent. Silicone fortified to impart 
shine and protection while providing enhanced 
water beading. pH balanced for fast, easy rinsing.

Formula 667X2  WEATHER SHIELD
Foam Polish
Blue/Pink/Yellow/White
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
The most electrifying triple foam polish on the 
market today. This concentrated, multi-colored 
polish is available in Sizzling Pink, Brilliant Blue, 
Velocity Yellow, Arctic White and all contain an 
invigorating Green Apple scent. This revolution-
ary new formula combines the shine produced 
by the very latest advances in polymer technolo-
gy along with the durability of carnauba. Repels 
water from g,-lamss, chrome, paint. Reclaim 
compatible.



Car Choice®... if your car could choose

MICRO-PAK CLEAR COAT PROTECTANT
DRYING AGENTS

Formula 673X2  WEATHER SHIELD
All Season Total Surface Protectant
TWO TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
WEATHER SHIELD® is a total vehicle surface 
protectant that repels water and produces a high 
gloss shine and protection to paint, glass, and 
chrome. This revolutionary new formula of sur-
face reactive silicones and fluoro polymers bond 
to vehicle surf ace for outstanding shine and 
protection. Repels water from glass, chrome, 
paint. Enhances visibility for safer driving! 
Shines, protects, repels. Scented with a fresh 
berry fragrance.

Green Line Solutions

Reclaim Compatable

Formula 680X4  DRYING AGENT
Vanilla Scent
FOUR TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
DRYING AGENT incorporates the very latest 
advances in polymer chemistry technology. 
Formulated with a unique polymer, DRYING 
AGENT creates a fast water break that boosts 
drying efficiency and, as an added plus, also 
provides a rdumrable protection and shine.

MICRO-PAK WHEEL & TIRE CLEANER
Formula 660X3  NON-ACID WHEEL CLEANER
Part A/Part B
THREE TIMES NORMAL CONCENTRATION
Environmentally friendly. Non-acid concentrate - contains no harsh acids or petroleum distillates. 
Safely cleans all wheels.  Removes brake dust instantly.

 


